A 28-Year-Old Aims to Build Southeast Asia’s Top Solar Farm
By Dan Murtaugh and Cecilia Yap
Nov. 15, 2021 –  The Ivy League-educated son of a prominent Philippine Congresswoman wants to build the largest solar power plant in Southeast Asia, using proceeds from an initial public offering next month.
Leandro Leviste, 28, will seek to raise as much as 2.7 billion pesos ($54 million) by selling shares in Solar Philippines Nueva Ecija Corp., a unit of his Solar Philippines Power Project Holdings Inc.
The funds will go toward constructing the 1st phase of a 500-MegaWatt (MW) plant in a province about 130 kilometers (81 miles) north of Manila.  That would increase the country’s solar capacity by almost 50%.  The project would be able to power about 800,000 homes when completed.  The offering comes as the Philippines haltingly moves away from fossil fuels.
“Solar is no longer a marginal piece of the energy mix, but will comprise a majority of new capacity,” Leviste, the chief executive officer, said in an interview.
The offering period for the unit will be Dec. 1 to Dec. 7.  Trading is set to begin Dec.  17 on the Philippine Stock Exchange.
The country aspires to get at least 35% of its electricity from renewable sources by 2030, compared with about 24% in 2020, but it’s unclear how binding that target is, Chua said.  Coal power doubled to 54% of the mix last year, from 27% in 2009, according to BNEF.
“They have been slipping further and further away from the target, because of how much coal they’ve built in the last decade,” Chua said.  “If they’re serious about meeting it, they do need to build a lot of renewables.”
Last year, the government declared a moratorium on building new coal-fired power plants.  At the recent CoP26 summit, it partially backed a pledge to shift away from coal and joined an Asian Development Bank-backed plan to shut some plants early. 
Meanwhile, its massive Malampaya gas field could stop pumping as soon as 2026, requiring utilities to import expensive cargoes of liquefied natural gas.
Solar Philippines’ strategy is to partner with large power companies and rent out land for others to build solar farms on.  The company has cobbled together options on about 10,000 hectares (24,711 acres) that could hold about 10 GigaWatts of solar capacity, he said.
That could mean trying to work with erstwhile competitors.  Philippine power giants AC Energy Corp. and Manila Electric Co. have both made recent moves into solar.
The company operates about 200 MW of solar now and is planning another 800 MW to be constructed in the next year, according to Leviste.
“The Philippines is an exciting place for the renewable transition, because of the high price of conventional generation sources,” he said.  “Solar can go mainstream here faster than in countries with lower power prices.”
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